Distributed Systems
Internet: 1969

Internet: Today
Personnel and Resources

- Instructor: Sean Barker
- Email: sbarker@bowdoin.edu
- Office: Searles 220
  - Office hours: Tues/Thurs 2-3:30, Fri 1-2
- Research: smart buildings, distributed systems
- Piazza Q&A forum

Course Components

- Programming projects (4 including final project)
- Research paper responses
  - Summary highlighting primary contributions
  - Most significant problems or limitations with the work
  - Conclusions you draw about building distributed systems
- Midterm Exam
- In-class participation
Other Administrivia

- Textbook

- Expectations and background

- Collaboration policy and honor code

Go here!

- Course web page: http://www.bowdoin.edu/~sbarker/3325